Welcome
to your Johnstone’s Colour & Inspiration Guide.

Since 1890, Johnstone’s has been at the forefront of paint innovation and colour trends. Wherever you are painting, this guide will help you find the correct range to use and offer inspiration and guidance to select the perfect colour to make your house a home.
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Trends

Labyrinth

Make a statement this year using simple colours that stand out bold and proud. These colours are timeless classics that complement both natural wood and recycled materials.
TRENDS
Carousel
Be bright and daring with a range of pinks and purples. Complement bright pops of colour with effortless neutral shades for a confident and colourful look.
TRENDS

Hide Away

A choice of sophisticated warm neutrals that are offset by bursts of intense blue shades. Adding a selection of warmer colours helps to provide a further cosy, homely atmosphere.
Selecting a colour for your room may be an easy decision, but knowing which other colours to use to create the perfect colour scheme can be a little confusing.

To help make combining colours easier, we have created colour schemes that include some of your favourite Johnstone’s colours.

**LIVING ROOM COMBINATIONS**

- Midnight Sapphire
- New Duck Egg
- Chapel Stone
- Frosted Silver

**BEDROOM COMBINATIONS**

- Antique White
- Venice Grey
- China Clay
- Summer Storm
- Ballet Slipper

**KITCHEN COMBINATIONS**

- Hemlock
- Magnolia
- Raw Linen
- Lime Crush
- Natural Sage
**Soft Stripes**

Create a soft and sophisticated look using muted pinks and warm grey tones, starting with the lightest shade at the top of the wall.

1. Use pencil marks to guide where your different colours will start and working from the top of the wall, paint 2 coats of your first colour to just below your first guide line.

2. Paint 2 coats of your second colour to just below your second guide line. Use a small roller to create an uneven edge.

3. Paint 2 coats of your final colour, use a small roller to create an uneven edge.

**TIP!**
If you are painting over a dark colour, first apply a coat of white paint to give a lighter base colour, then apply the top coat.

**Get the look**

Create a striking feature wall using multi-coloured stripes in varying widths.

For further inspiration visit [www.johnstonespaint.com](http://www.johnstonespaint.com)

1. Paint your full wall with 2 coats of your chosen pale colour. Use pencil marks to guide where your stripes will be.

2. Use masking tape to line the top and bottom of each stripe on the wall. Use a spirit level to ensure your lines are straight.

3. Paint the stripes in your chosen colours. For the best result paint one colour at a time and allow to dry.

**TIP!**
Remove the masking tape before the paint is fully dry to achieve a neater edge.
**Grey**

The colour grey has the power to complement any room. As one of the most on trend and flattering colours to use when decorating, grey makes the ideal choice to highlight your selection of accessories and furnishings.

**Cool Greys**

With blue undertones these shades are ideal to use with blues and greens.

- Steel Smoke
- Manhattan Grey
- Frosted Silver

**Warm Greys**

Great to pair with warmer colours such as lilacs and reds.

- Summer Storm
- Moonlit Sky
- Iridescence

**Alternative Greys**

These colours are very adaptable, perfectly complementing any colour they are next to.

- Black
- Venice Grey
- Silver Feather

**TIP!**

Choose one colour of grey to use on both skirting and door frames to add a modern twist to your room.
Neutrals
A welcoming collection of rich and warm neutral shades that will complement any room beautifully. Elegant yet understated, these neutrals will create a calming space to help you relax and unwind.

WARM NEUTRALS
- Mocha
- Burnt Sugar
- Gentle Haven
- Antique Cream
- Oatcake
- Brandy Cream
- County Cream
- White Lace
- Seashell
- Soft Cream
- Magnolia
- Antique White

CALM NEUTRALS
- Coffee Cream
- Toasted Beige
- Morning Latte
- Ivory Spicy
- Chapel Stone
- Taupe Delight
- Raw Linen
- White Whisper

TIP!
Warm neutrals work best with reds and oranges. Calm neutrals work better with indigo and blue shades.
Feature Wall

A unique range of colours that have been specially selected from the latest interior design trends to give you a stand out look with real impact.

TREND COLOURS

- Midnight Sapphire
- Manhattan Grey
- Dusky Berry
- Iced Petal
- Vivid Violet
- Moonlit Sky
- Maple Haze
- Antique Cream
- Empire Jewel
- Venice Grey
- Amphibious
- Ivory Spray
- Caribbean Tide
- Frosted Silver
- Apple Spritz
- White Lace

TIP!
Use a deeper neutral shade to coordinate with a strong feature wall colour.
Feature Wall Metallics

A stunning selection of metallic colours to add a sophisticated shimmer and turn any wall into a fabulous statement wall.

COLOUR COMBINATIONS

The striking colours in this range are great for Feature Walls and can add a touch of glamour to your home when paired with the right complementary shades.

We've selected one of our favourite Johnstone's colours for each metallic shade allowing you to create real impact in any room. In addition we've highlighted our recommended base colours to help optimise the finished result.
Washable
Washable paint is highly tough and durable, protecting your wall from those everyday marks and spills that can be easily wiped away. Ideal for use in those busy areas of the home.

NEUTRALS & PASTELS
- Summer Storm
- Chapel Stone
- Raw Linen
- Sweet Lavender
- Blue Horizon
- Moonlit Sky
- Taupe Delight
- Magnolia
- Rosebud
- Natural Sage
- Manhattan Grey
- China Clay
- Antique Cream
- Vanilla Burst
- Lime Crush
- Frosted Silver
- Ivory Sproy
- White Lace
- Champagne Créme

BOLD COLOURS
- Black
- Tropical Jungle
- Vintage Denim
- Signal Red
- Blackcurrent Magic
- Blue Star
- Fliry Sunset
- Pink Starburst
- New Duck Egg
- Crushed Pineapple
- Baby Blossom
Kitchen
To help look after your walls, Kitchen paint resists those grease marks and stains found in the kitchen, so any spills can be easily wiped away.
Bathroom paint is ideal to use in areas of high condensation. It works by providing a wipeable surface that resists moisture and stains, ideal for keeping your bathroom looking fresh.
One Coat

If you’re short on time and need a room makeover, One Coat paint is the perfect solution. Its fast drying and low odour qualities allow you to achieve a new look quickly with no hassle.
Adding your personal touch

Why not create your own gallery wall. Our Revive range of paints work in conjunction with our emulsions to create a complete look that gives a real WOW effect.

Johnstone’s Revive is a range of project paints and waxes which can be mixed and matched to revive tired looking furniture, transform outdated kitchens and bathrooms, and add personalisation and character to any item or surface around your home, achieving the look you want for less and bringing your home back to life.

Spray Paints offer an even finish in extra quick time. Our range of aerosols cover numerous project types including home interiors, crafts and wheel trims.

Cupboard Paint is a quick and easy way to transform melamine and MDF cupboards, drying to a satin finish.

Metallic Paint has a rich shimmering effect. Create a statement piece, or use to highlight elements of your project.

Tile Paint is great to revive outdated ceramic tiles, drying to a gloss finish.

Chalky Furniture Paint will give a new look to tired, old furniture. Easy to apply it offers scratch resisting protection.

Finishing Wax can be used together with Chalky Furniture Paint. Our wax will help complete and protect your painting transformations.
**Products for Interior Wood**

**Prepare...**

In order to achieve the best results, it is important that all surfaces are prepared correctly before painting.

**Paint...**

Whether you are short on time or looking for a traditional high gloss finish, we have a range of products to suit all requirements.

- **Quick Dry Gloss**
  - This non-yellowing paint is self-undercoating and offers a high gloss finish.

- **Quick Dry Primer Undercoat**
  - A water-based formulation that is the perfect base for both gloss and satin top coats.

- **All Purpose Undercoat**
  - A tough solvent-based formulation that is ideal to achieve the finish of our traditional gloss and eggshell products.

- **Liquid Gloss**
  - An easy to apply, drip resistant formulation that provides a tough, high sheen finish.

- **Eggshell**
  - Offers a durable finish with excellent covering power, it requires no undercoat.

**Water Based Paints** can be easily recognised by their low odour and quick drying properties.

**Solvent Based Paints** offer an easy to apply, smooth flowing finish.

**Sheen Levels Explained...**

The term Sheen Level refers to the glossiness of the paint finish. Colours can differ in appearance depending on their sheen level. For every Johnstone’s wall emulsion or interior wood paint, you can identify its sheen level by using our numerical scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOw</th>
<th>SHEEN LEVEL GUIDE</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>8 9 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ① Wall & Ceiling Paint Matt, Feature Wall Matt, Kitchen, Washable, One Coat
- ② Wall & Ceiling Paint Soft Sheen, Feature Wall Soft Sheen, Bathroom
- ③ Quick Dry Satin, Eggshell & Feature Wall Metallic
- ④ Wall & Ceiling Paint Silk
- ⑤ Quick Dry Gloss
- ⑥ Non Drip Gloss, Liquid Gloss

**Johnstone’s Speciality Paint** provides a range of finishes for those specialist jobs. All of our Speciality products are formulated using Johnstone’s expert knowledge to give the best results for those demanding surfaces that require specialist attention.

**Johnstone’s Woodcare** allows you to transform and improve your home, whilst protecting and enhancing the natural beauty of the wood. The Johnstone’s Woodcare collection will help to revive, protect and beautify all wooden surfaces.
Visit our website
www.johnstonespaint.com
for more inspiration

PPG Architectural Coatings UK Limited,
Huddersfield Road, Birstall, Batley,
West Yorkshire, WF17 9XA. 01924 354354

Some stockists may not carry all Johnstone's finishes and colours. To avoid disappointment, please consult your stockist prior to travelling. Every effort has been made to accurately reproduce colour but for technical reasons connected with colour reproduction and paint manufacture variations may occur.